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Abstract : The Smart glasses Technology of wearable computing aims to identify the computing devices into today’s 

world.(SGT) are wearable Computer glasses that is used to add the information alongside or what the wearer sees. 

They are also able to change their optical properties at runtime.(SGT) is used to be one of the modern computing 

devices that amalgamate the humans and machines with the help of information and communication technology. 

Smart glasses is mainly made up of an optical head-mounted display or embedded wireless glasses with transparent 

heads- up display or augmented reality (AR) overlay in it. In recent years, it is been used in the medical and gaming 

applications, and also in the education sector. This report basically focuses on smart glasses, one of the categories 

of wearable computing which is very popular presently in the media and expected to be a big market in the next 

coming years. It Evaluate the differences from smart glasses to other smart devices. It introduces many possible 

different applications from the different companies for the different types of audience and gives an overview of the 

different smart glasses which are available presently and will be available after the next few years. 

 

Keywords: Augmented reality , Embeded Wireless glasses , Optical heads-up , Smart Glasses, Wearable 

Computing . 

                                                        I  INTRODUCTION 

Smart glasses Technology, is the Wearable computing technology that is used to overlay the information over a user’s 

field of view, started off as simple front-end displays. Throughout the years, Smart glasses are computing devices 

worn in front of the eyes. Superficially their displays move with the users  head, which leads to the users seeing the 

display independently of his or her position and orientation. we saw it progressing to being capable of performing 

complex computer powered tasks. we can get these experience through either an Optical Head-Mounted Display, 

Augmented Reality technology, or through Heads-Up Display Glasses. Regardlessly its continuous growth and value 

potential in the enterprise and industrial sectors, these wearable computer glasses still face challenges that delay them 

from reaching mass-market usage. Facing a defining moment, smart glasses companies currently try to expand their 

ground.  

                                            

                                                               Fig. 1 Smart glasses 
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Even though businesses are finding great workflow solutions through eyewear technology, the public will still have 

to wait a little longer to reap the benefits of mass-accessibility and usage. Smart glasses Technology producers have 

realized that to reach Shotgun marketing usage, they must first they have to conquer the challenge of balancing 

functionality and wearability at an affordable cost. It also ensures comfort design and cooling mechanisms to 

compensate for intense computation will be key for mass-adoption. Many smart glasses provide different values. 

Like other computers, smart glasses may store information from internal or external sensors. It may used to control 

or retrieve data from other instruments or computers. It may support wireless technologies like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 

and GPS and many other technologies. A small number of models run a mobile operating system and function 

as portable media players to send audio and video files to the user via a Bluetooth or WiFi  headset . Smart glasses  

devices may also have features that we daily used in smartphone. Some have activity tracker functionality these 

features we basically see in some GPS watches. The latest use of Smart glasses is convincing more and more forward-

thinking businesses to hop on board. Although the widespread public usage is still pending, smart glasses have found 

valuable areas to operate, develop, and grow. It is so useful that it is not surprising to hear that technological giants 

like Apple, Facebook, and Samsung are working on their AR-powered smart glasses 

 

                                            II. THE PARADIGMS OF SMART GLASSES 

There are three different  paradigms of how to convert the visual information a wearer perceives. Those three are 

introduced here. 

2.1 Augmented reality  The world is enhanced or augmented by virtual objects . In these the user can see the real 

world but also discover virtual content created by a computing device and displayed by an additional light source 

which doesn’t outlaw the perception of the real world. Interaction with those virtual objects is a way of 

communicating with the computing devices.the example of the augmented realty is Microsoft hololens. 

                                          

                                            Fig. 2 Augmented reality of smart glasses 

2.2 Virtual reality  The main aim is to create a fully virtual world for the user to see, interact with and immerse into 

the virtual world. The user sees this virtual world only, any other light sources are not affecting the eye. One 

significant difference to a simple screen is that the actions of the user affect the virtual world. In example movement 

affects what virtual content the user will be able to see. The latest example of the virtual reality is play station. 

 

                                          

                                             Fig. 3 Virtual reality of smart glasses 
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2.3 Diminished reality  Objects are diminish from scenes by filtering the light reflected or emitted by those objects 

towards the eye. This is most often used in combination with augmented reality to replace the substracted objects by 

some virtual objects. 

 

                                                     III. TYPES OF SMART GLASSES 

3.1 Google Glass  Google Glass is a hands-free device that is used for smarter and faster hands-on work. Google 

Glass was developed by Google X providing the facility in Google dedicated to technological advancements like 

driverless cars.Features of Google Glass  : 

 The Touchpad is available on the side of Google Glass that allows users to control the device just by swiping 

through a timeline-like interface that is displayed on the screen. Sliding back will let you know about the 

current events like weather, and sliding forward will show you past events like phone calls, updates and 

photos. 

  The explorer version of Google Glass makes use of a liquid crystal on silicon, field-sequential color system, 

LED illuminated display on it. 

 Google Glass is basically used in combination with a smartphone and one of its main uses is to  display 

notifications in appropriate and quick way 

 
 

 

  

                                                         Fig.4 Google glass 

 
 

3.2 Vuzix Blade Vuzix Blade is a See-through AR Smart Glasses that is powered by Industry-leading Waveguide 

optics. Vuzix blade balances an enterprise and customers demands. It is mainly built for keeping records in industry 

operations and is designed as per all day-comfort. It can boost the accuracy and efficiency following the step by step 

instructions at the workplace. It consists of an High Defination Camera, Noise cancelling mic, full-color, wireless wi-

fi, UV protection lenses, dual haptic feedback, multilingual voice control and microSD expansion. 

 

                                       
 

                                                           Fig.5 Vuzix blade 
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3.3 North Focals  North Focals after its launching become a successful AR product in the market. They come with 

a eminent look and consist of almost all the features that any other software of Augmented Reality product has in it. 

It acts just like a smartwatch where it will serve as an extension of your phone by snitifying and can access Alexa and 

auto-responding to the text messages. It feels like magic with North’s Focals. They look like any other normal glass 

and that is an incredible feature it contain. The closes competitor of Focal is Vuzix Blade. You can perform every 

activity in Focal by using a Loop in it which is a separate accessory that comes along with it. It is basically  a ring 

that has a pointed end with a joystick on the top side of it. It is very small that nobody cannot notice it on your finger 

and you can move the joystick for exploring through diverse columns in the interface and can tap it for executing 

actions. 

3.4 Everysight Raptor  Raptor is the world’s first cycling computer that was created for people and not for bikes. It 

is designed for reinforce daily ride by projecting an clear AR layer of information in front of the cyclist’s eyes. Having 

real-time information forcasted in front of you that allows you to keep your eyes on the road ahead for increasing 

safety and focuses more on performance, body posture, and accomplishments .saturating the views and enjoying an 

amazing bike ride. Raptor’s HD front-facing camera can the capacity to relieve your unforgettable moments with 

real-time bar that are root in the videos. 

3.5 Epson Moverio BT-300  Epson Moverio BT-300 provides a whole new way of seeing the world. It incuded  the 

features Epson’s cutting edge silicon-based OLED digital display technology that makes the device the lightest 

binocular that sees through the smart glasses on the market with an OLED display1 with never-before achieved image 

quality. It has a high-resolution transparent display,The new standard in drone piloting has Si-OLED display, enables 

full see-through experience for the FPV accessory with visual lime of sight.It has amazing image quality - HD display 

(720p) and high brightness ensure vivid colors and crisp images.HD front-facing camera that has 5MP front camera 

for taking hands-free HD-quality POV videos and pictures.It has cutting edge performance that has 1.44GHz Quad-

Core CPU and 2GB RAM,and also has the battery life of  6hours.. 

3.6 Dream Glass : Dream glass pioneers the future of Smart Glass innovation and design. It helps in creating 

innovative multi-functional spaces for valuable clients with cutting-edge smart glass technology, dedicated customer 

service and sleek aesthetic designs.Top features of Dream Glass: 

 Maximum natural sunlight mandating UV protection 

 Minimize cost of its energy which reduced A/C cooling 

 On the spot privacy and transparency with your motion sensors, mobile device and more such technology is 

been used 

                              

                              IV. APPLICATION OF SMART GLASSES TECHNOLOGY 

4.1 Location services  Using augmented reality for location-based services aids multiple benefits from user’s point 

of view. we can overlay digital data that will contain digitalized animations, pictures and other data over real and 

physical space. It is used to bring together augmented reality technology with location-based sensors, geometers and 

GPS, you can actually its power. Few examples  

 Wikitude 

 Google Translate 

4.2 Gaming AR is working great in the gaming industry and it is around us from years. It is all about overlaying 

computer-generated images giving a real view. Augmented Reality apps that runs from interactive map that 

superimposed the virtual showroom for massive multiplayer skirmishes. Some of the top used Augmented Reality 

apps are : 

 SketchAR 

 Pokemon Go 

 Google Translate 

4.3 Entertainment  In 3D cinemas users wear glasses. By replacing those glasses with smart glasses the cinema 

experience for the audience would be improved. It is also used for a virtual reality cinema experience. The users could 

determine what they are seeing is depending on their head position .The another big market could be virtual and 

augmented reality games. Especially augmented reality games could reach a broad audience than the people who play 

games today because they cannot be played outside and be based on interaction with other people in addition to 

augmented virtual objects.  

4.4 Commerce Commercial billboards and advertisement posters could be shown with video. A movie advertisement 

poster could be intensify with a trailer of the movie if the user is wearing a suitable smart glasses. Smart glasses 

technology with facial recognition software could help employees recognize the customers and display their 
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information. Customers enter into stores they would be be given smart glasses to display all the information about 

products and it also help them navigate what they want in the store quicker. This data could be used to determine the 

value of the no of customer visited into these space.  

4.5 Sports  During most sports one does not have a lot of time to devote to a computing device and it is impossible 

to use one’s hands to interact with the device.. The information that is useful for a person doing sports would be 

performance measurement, performance comparison, maybe navigation, notifications about weather or messages and 

so forth. The information can be displayed to the wearer without disturbing the sports activity through the peripheral 

vision. The smart glasses could also be used to take pictures or video during sports activated by a speech command. 

4.6 Education Virtual reality glasses could be used to teach history by allowing the students to view historical sites 

not only through textbooks but in a virtual 3D world in which they could move around freely. These glasses are also 

be used to create simulations for training. The examples will be included such as driving simulations, flight 

simulations and also military training or surgery training. It is benefited to be skilled in those activities in a safe 

environment. 

  

                                     V. FUTURE POTENTIAL AND CHALLENGES 

5.1 Future potential  The present use of smart glasses is convincing more and more forward-thinking businesses to 

hop on board. Even though the extensive public usage is still pending, smart glasses technology have found valuable 

areas to operate, develop, and grow. So helpful that it is not surprising to hear that tech giants like Apple, Facebook, 

and Samsung are working on their AR-powered smart glasses. 

5.2 Challenges Facing a defining moment, smart glasses companies currently strive to expand their ground. Despite 

businesses are finding great system solutions through these smart glasses eyewear technology, the public will still 

have to wait a little longer to obtain the benefits of mass-accessibility and usage.Smart glasses producers have realized 

that to reach mass-market usage, they must first overcome the challenge of balancing functionality and wearability at 

an nominal cost. Moreover, ensuring comfort design and cooling mechanisms to satisfy for intense computation will 

be key for mass-adoption. Despite these challenges, there are many smart glasses in circulation today providing great 

value to various users.  

                                                     

                                                      VI. CONCLUSION 

 
In these paper we studied about the smart glasses technology and their types. Then we have also presented the different 

paradigms briefly. Thereafter we have also presented the applications of the smart glasses technology systematically. 

From these study it’s clear that there are a lot of interesting applications which can be easierly implemented with 

smart glasses than with traditional computing devices.  

 

It is to be expected that there will be large investments into research and development of smart glasses because the 

entertainment industry, education businesses can benefit from smart glasses and there might be a high consumer 

demand for them soon in coming years. Nevertheless the model is available today are very promising and it might 

happen that smart glasses will be a part of our future everyday life for new generation. 
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